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From a W. Carr, Esq., Warden, Anderson's Creek, District of St. Andrews.— 

DIVISION I. 

ANSWERS TO GENERAL QUESTIONS. 
1. The number of aborigines in this district amounts to about twenty. They are known amongst the 

settlers here by the name of "Upper Yarra blacks." 
2. The men are apparently from twenty-five to forty years of age; the women from sixteen to twenty-

five. There seem to be no males amongst them under the age of twenty, and there are only three children, all •females. The proportion of the sexes is about equal, and their general health seems to be good. 
3. Mortality amongst them can hardly be considered great, or the remnant of the tribe would long ago 

have ceased to exist. No "particular disease" seems to prevail amongst them, as far as one may judge from their appearance. 

4 & 5. I have been informed that Mr. De Castilla, a gentleman residing in this district, supplies them 
with rations and clothing provided by Government. I have seen in the survey plan of the district a place 
marked as a " Reserve for Aborigines," situate on the north bank of the River Yarra. I am the stipendiary 
magistrate in charge of this district ; and as such I should be happy to take charge of supplies and see to their 
proper distribution amongst the aborigines. 

6. The blacks rarely or never make their appearance amongst us without two or three of their number 
being in a state of intoxication. It would be difficult to ascertain who supplies the unfortunate creatures with 
ardent spirits, there are so many "sly grog shops" throughout all the diggings. 

7. I can offer no opinion as to the benefit likely to result in preventing the aborigines coming within a 
certain radius of the towns of the colony; but should it be found desirable to do so, I am satisfied the police 
force could be entrusted in the performance of any duty such a law might require at their hands. 

8. There is no "paid" medical officer in this district. 
9. The blacks here are quiet, but I fear more from interest and necessity than any higher feeling. They 

are very little disposed to perform any kind of work of even the most trifling nature. Their edible wants are 
very easily satisfied, and are supplied for the most part, if not altogether, by the farmers of the neighborhood. 
Whatever they earn from the sale of opossum skins, birds, and occasionally wild fowl and fish, is immediately 
spent in the public house, but never in procuring for themselves any civilized comforts. 

10. I believe they are addicted to thieving, when favorable opportunities occur ; but being generally in 
fear of immediate and summary punishment resulting in detection, they rarely indulge in the propensity. 

11. I am not aware that any effort has been made to educate the aborigines of this district, or impart 
any religious instruction to them. The method they adopt in the interment of their dead, viz :—placing the 
corpse in a standing position with the head a few inches from the surface of the ground (and the reason they 
assign for so doing, viz., to enable the spirit to walk without any loss of time into some other body), leads one 
to infer that they have some belief in the doctrine of metempsychosis ; but from what I have seen of them, I 
should say they were more addicted to swearing than devotional exercises. 

12. They do not want for intelligence; and, like children, seem to possess a great capacity for acquiring 
a colloquial knowledge of languages; but their intellectual powers seem to be altogether of an imitative character. 

13. I cannot suggest any plan by NI hich the aborigines of this country might be saved from ultimate 
extinction, nor can I resist confessing that L can see no good likely to result morally, socially, or commercially, 
in the preservation of a race so utterly useless and irreclaimable, except it be the desirability of preserving a 
few living specimens of the lowest type of humanity for the investigation of science. I do not think any efforts 
on our part could induce them to abandon their present uncivilised and wandering habits. 

From C. J. Tyers, Esq., J.P., Commissioner of Crown Lands, Alberton.— 

DIVISION I. 

ANSWERS TO GENERAL QUESTIONS. 
1. In the district of Gipps Land there are about eighty aborigines —men, women, and children.—These 

are divided into three tribes, viz :- 
Men. 	 Women. 	Chidren. 	Total. 

80 

Besides these, there is a tribe inhabiting the country between the Snowy River and Cape Howe, about 
the boundary between New South Wales and Victoria—seldom seen in Gipps Land—who number, at the 
outside, one hundred—men, women, and children. 

2. I have no data to enable me to arrive at the ages of the aborigines ; but the proportion of sexes is 
about two males to one female. Their bodily health , is not in general very good. They suffer much from a 
cutaneous disease known as the devil-devil, and colds and catarrh—the latter probably augmented by sleeping 
in wet blankets. They lead an idle life—wandering about the country from station to station, where 
opportunities of obtaining food. &c., offer. 

3. During my residence in this district (fifteen years) the mortality has been very great. I have known 
many die from catarrh ; some, I believe, from inflammation of the stomach, probably arising from too long 
abstinence followed by repletion. I have not beard of any particular disease among them which is likely to be 
propagated among the white population, except venereal. 

4. Blankets are issued once a year to them by the government, but no clothing or food. Medical 
attendance has not been provided. They live chiefly by hunting and fishing, and by what food they can 
obtain from the settlers. There are no reserves in Gipps Land, but places well fitted for such. 

5. No doubt the police magistrate at Sale would be willing to take charge of supplies, and see to the 
distribution of them among the aborigines ; but I know of no place fitted for a reserve within a convenient 
distance of that township. 

6. The aborigines are addicted to intemperance, and when in that state, are liable to come into 
collision with the white people. I know of no instance of their having been supplied with the means of 
intoxication directly from the publicans. 

7. I think it would be beneficial to prevent the aborigines from encamping within a mile of the several 
townships of this district—as there would be less chance of their obtaining spirits from bullock drivers and 
others, and consequently of coming into collision with the white people. Except when the aborigines travel in 
large numbers, there is no doubt but that the police could be entrusted to carry into operation a law to 
prevent the aborigines from going into towns. 

8. There is no paid medical officer in Upper Gipps Land (where the blacks generally inhabit), but I 
think the services of one might be procured, by providing a proper compensation for the performance of the duties of medical attendant on them. (The Coroner for instance ?) 

Port Albert 	... 
Plains and Dargo... 
Swan Reach 	... 
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9. The aborigines of this district are now quiet ; but they have committed great depredations against 
life and property. The services of the blacks are seldom made available by the settlers, farmers, and others. 
At the time of the discovery of gold, however, many of them were found useful as shepherds, stock-keepers, 
reapers, &c., and received wages, clothes, and food. 

10. The aborigines have not been impelled by their necessities to steal from the settlers ; but they have 
been actuated probably by their own laziness, seldom by a desire to perpetrate mischief wantonly, or revenge-
fully, without benefit to themselves. I have known them to spear twenty or thirty head of cattle at a time, 
and smoke the meat for use, leaving the skeletons with scarcely a particle of flesh on them. 

11. I am not aware that any efforts have been made in this district to educate or impart religious, 
instruction to the aborigines, except perhaps in two instances, where children have been brought up in the 
families of white people. One boy, Jack-a-Wadden, went to school in Melbourne, where he learnt to read and 
write. He afterwards absconded, and has become a rather troublesome character, particularly when inebriated. 

12. The aborigines are no doubt intelligent and capable of receiving to a certain extent, literary, but 
not moral instruction. 

13. The only plan by which I think there is any probability of succeeding to save them from extinc-
tion is the harsh and unnatural one of taking the young children of both sexes from their parents, and not 
allowing them to have any intercourse with their race ; and after giving them a plain education, to place them 
on a reserve under proper superintendence, where they might be taught rb cultivate the ground, and such 
trades as are necessary to civilised life. In teaching them a trade, it would probably be advisable to apprentice 
them, while they would have the advantage of the example of white boys of their own age, in a similar 
position. 

14. Attempts have already been made to induce the adults to settle upon and cultivate land reserved 
for them, but they all proved miserable failures. They will not give up their independent way of living for 
all the benefits and luxuries of civilization. 

Divistoie 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERS. 

1 & 2. I have not now any opportunities of acquainting myself with the information required. 
3. Complexion, black ; hair, black and coarse, straight and matted, but when combed and greased 

frequently curled ; eyes, black. A most perceptible peculiarity of odor, independent of their want of cleanli-
ness (similar to the Hottentots), which much facilitates their apprehension when wanted. 

4. Same answer as 1 and 2. 
5 to 12. Not qualified to give the required information. 

LANGUAGE. 

13. I am not aware that the language of the natives of Australia is known to philologists. It is a 
language, I believe, peculiar to the continent, but the dialect differs with almost every tribe. 

14. I may, perhaps, at a future time be able to furnish a vocabulary of the Portland tribe ; I cannot at 
present lay my hands upon it. 

15 & 16. I can give no information. 

INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY LIFE. 
17. None that I am aware of. 
18. I heard, about fifteen years ago, of a young child being eaten by a party of aborigines of both sexes 

the parents partaking of the repast ; nevertheless, I doubt if mothers would part with their children to be 
nursed by the whites. 

19. I think not. 
20. The children are not dressed nor cradled. They are carried about on the back of the mother, in a 

net made fast round her neck. No attempt is made to modify their form. They are left as much to nature 
as a litter of pigs. 

21. None. 
22. The education of the children consists in teaching them to hunt and fish, and of course the use of 

the spear and of other weapons used in hunting and fighting. The chief object of the corrobboree seems to be 
to induce a savage and ferocious feeling prior to attacking their enemies ; although there is no doubt but that 
hunting, and perhaps love, is not forgotten in this remarkable dance. 

23. I cannot answer this question. 
24. I cannot answer this question, but from mere surmise. I should think puberty takes place in the 

female about twelve, and in the male at fifteen. 
32. I have seen nothing that induces me to believe that chastity is cultivated by either sex. 
33. I believe none. 
34. The general practice of obtaining a wife is to steal a young girl from another tribe, or to sneak 

upon a man, against whom he has a grudge, while asleep with his wife, kill him, and carry off the wife for his 
own benefit. 

35. A man may have as many wives as he can get. One of the Plains Tribe, named "Kangaroo Jack," 
has four wives. I do not think respect is paid to consanguinity. 

36. If a man is tired of his wife, he gives her to another. 
37. If not too old, the widow immediately finds another husband. 
38. The prevailing food is kangaroo, opossum, native bear or monkey, wombat, &c., and every other 

animal found in the bush (except the dog), fish and roots. They do not trust to what the bounty of Nature 
provides, nor do they cultivate vegetable, nor rear animals, but help themselves to the cattle and sheep and 
provisions, generally, of the settlers. They have no cooking utensils, but throw their meat into the ashes, 
and when half cooked, or just warm through, eat it. They reject nothing but the offal. Their drink is water, 
but they prefer tea or grog. They have no usual time for their meals, but eat when hungry. They frequently 
carry several half-cooked opossums on their backs for immediate use. They can undergo great exertion in 
travelling and hunting, but not in manual labor. The possession of fire-arms is, no doubt, attended with evil ; 
and, if possible, they should be restrained the use of them. 

39. The dress generally worn by both men and women is an opossum cloak thrown over their shoulders, 
covering the body as far as the knees. The cartilage of the nose is pierced, and through the hole a stick is 
thrust ; but the practice, common to some tribes, of knocking out one of the front teeth does not generally 
prevail. The shoulders and breasts of the adult men are generally cicatricose. When mourning for a relative 
or friend, their faces are daubed with pipe-clay. 

40. The corrobboree seems to be the prevailing amusement. 
41. They have a strong passion for gambling, and use cards for games of chance. This they learned 

from the white people. 
42. The aborigines generally do not seem to be long lived ; but there are occasional instances of their 

apparently arriving at the age allotted to man. Old Morgan, a native of the Port Albert tribe, had the 
appearance, fifteen years ago, of being fifty-five years of age. He is still alive, and wanders about the country 
with his tribe as usual ; but, I presume, does not assist in their hunting excursions. Some years ago I saw 
others apparently between sixty and seventy. These were generally left with the gins, or women. I have seen 
one or two old women ; but I do not think the females are as long lived as the males. 
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43. The sick are commonly neglected. They dread no disease as contagious, that I am aware of. No 
medical treatment is adopted. No superstitions or magical practices connected with the treatment of the sick. 

4445. Cannot say. 
46. To the first part, No ; to the second, Cannot say. 
48. No. 
49. It used to be a common notion among the aborigines that black men rose from the dead and became 

white men. Hence, some years ago, many white men were named after their deceased relations. I doubt if 
they entertain that notion now. 

BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS. 
50. Huts made of boughs of trees and sheets of bark, not permanently fixed : one for each family, or 

one for several young and single men, scattered about without regard to order or regulation. 
51. No. 

WORKS OF ART. 

53 and 54. Their works of art consist of implements of war and chase, viz., spears, boomerangs, nulls, &c.; 
fishing nets and netted game-bags, made with grass. 

DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
None, except cats and dogs obtained from the whites. 

GOVERNMENT AND LAWS. 
55 to 67. Have neither government nor laws, but are as independent of each other as a herd of swine. 

GEOGRAPHY AND STATISTICS. 
68. Bounded on the cast by the Snowy River ; north, by the Australian Alps ; west, by a north line 

from Wilson's Promontory. Mountainous, open plains, forests and lakes. 
69. Already been answered. 
70. Reduced from about 800 to 80 in fifteen years. 
71. Causes of decrease : sickness and war. Perhaps 500 have been killed during the last fifteen years, 

chiefly by neighboring tribes. I heard of about 150 having been killed in one night, at Pawl Pawl, an island 
on the lakes, by the Melbourne blacks, headed by the notorious Billy Lonsdale. 1kt least fifty were killed by 
the native police and other aborigines attached to the parties in search of a white woman supposed to have 
been detained by the blacks, and a few by collision with the white people, from ten to fifteen years ago. 

72. As hitherto. 
73. This and several other questions can, perhaps, be better answered by a letter addressed to his 

Honor Mr. La Trobe, dated 23rd January, 1850. 
It is as follows :-- 
" I regret it is not in my power to report any improvement in their condition, either moral or civil, 

since my first communication to your honor on the subject. 
" (2.) In my report of the 9th December, 1846, I stated that the aborigines living in Gipps Land may 

be divided into two classes-the natives of Omeo, Maness°, Mitta Mitta, and the districts bordering on Gipps 
Land, forming the first class : and the Warriguls or wild blacks, natives of Gipps Land, the second class. 

" (3.) That the first class, consisting, perhaps, of two or three hundred, lead, the greater part of the year, 
a vagabond or gipsv-like life, moving in small parties from station to station, as chances of obtaining food 
from the settlers offer ; and that during the shearing season some of these assist in shearing sheep, for which 
they have a small daily allowance, which they spend at the stores in tea, sun -as, flour, &c. • and others 
whose intercourse with the Europeans had been of longer duration act as stock keepers and bullock-drivers, 
receiving for their services rations and wages somewhat less than given for European labor. I also stated 
that the civilization of this class may be said to be confined to a knowledge of, and, in a very small degree 
to a participation in, the European habits and manner of living, and of the acquirement of sufficient of the 
English language to communicate with the white people ; that no attempts had been made, as far as I was 
aware, to instruct them in reading or writing ; that they had no idea of a Supreme Being ; and that their 
moral condition did not seem to have been bettered by their intercourse with the white people. 

"(4.) To this statement of the habits &c., of these tribes, my experience will not enable me to .uld 
anything. They are still the same wandering, idle vagabonds, moving about the station: where chances of 
obtaining food in idleness offer. A few of these indeed, for short periods, engage themselves as stock-keepers 
and guides, but invariably return to their wandering mode of life. 

" (5.) The second class, or wild blacks, natives of Gipps Land, I stated, were seldom seen by the settlers; 
that they lived in the mountains, morasses, about the borders of the lakes, and on the sea coast, by hunting 
and fishing ; the mountains affording wombats, &c., the forests kangaroos, opossums, &c.; and the lakes 
abundance of fish; and that they committed great havoc among the stock of the settlers by spearing them at 
night. 

"(6.) Since that time a great change has taken place in the condition of this class for the worse, although 
they have been brought into communication with the white people, and are allowed to encamp at several of 
the head stations, where their occasional work, such as carting and carrying wood, procures them a scanty 
subsistence, and their depredations on the stock of the settlers are less frequent. Their number has been 
much reduced, and the men, then strong and athletic, and who used to be the terror of the neighboring 
tribes, are now in their turn, hunted by, and kept in constant fear of those tribes. 

"(7.) I can hardly venture to offer an opinion whether they have been benefited by the intercourse with 
the white people. The decrease in their number has been, I think, chiefly caused by the retaliation of the 
Melbourne blacks for murders committed by them several years ago, when the Melbourne tribe was all but 
annihilated by a loathsome disease, which, although I believe to be inherent, has not been mitigated by their 
intercourse with the white people-and by influenza, a disease very much resembling in appearance, and 
having the same effect as the sheep-catarrh, prevalent in the colony." 

74. None. 
SOCIAL RELATIONS. 

75. None, as a general answer. 
76. Addicted to petty warfare, either to revenge the death of one or more of their relations killed by 

an opposing tribe, or to procure wives. They fight with spears and boomerangs chiefly. They leave their 
dead on the ground, after feasting on their kidney fat, which they extract with some expertness. They have 
no mode of commemorating victories by monuments, Re. They have no poems, traditions, Re., as far as I 
can learn. They use fire arms when ammunition can be obtained, in preference to their own weapons. No 
knowledge of their origin or history can be obtained. 

RELIGION, SUPERSTITIONS, ETC. 
77. Regardless of all religious observances. 
78. No idea of a Supreme Being, nor are they polytheists. 
79. Sequence to 78. 
80. None. 
81. None. 
82. They have no religion. 

ABORIGINES.-s. 
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83. Nor have the neighboring tribes. 
84. They have not. 
85. Ditto. 
86. Cannot say. 
87. I think not. 
88. I do not know. 

Wm. McKellar, Esq., Lime, Broken River.- 
DIVISION I. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS. 
3. The mortality has been very remarkable for the last ten years. They are very subject to the 

venereal disease. 
4. There is no assistance that I am aware of afforded them by the Government. They get their living 

in the townships. There are no aboriginal reserves. 
5. I have no doubt that there are persons who would see that they got their provisions and clothing. 
6. Yes, they are very much addicted to intemperance ; but I cannot say from what source they obtain it. 
7. It would be very beneficial to the aborigines, were they kept at a reasonable distance from the 

townships ; and I think the police force could be entrusted to see that the law (if enacted) would be carried 
Into effect. 

8. I know of no paid medical officer in this district. 
9. They are very quiet now ; but they formerly committed depredations both against life and property. 

Their services are not generally available, even if well rewarded. 
10. They have not been compelled by necessity to steal from the settlers, but were rather actuated by a 

desire to be revengeful. 
11. Not that I am aware of. 
12. The mental powers of the aborigines are not of an order which can bear comparison with those of 

civilized man ; but if compared to the South American Indians, they will not be found inferior to them. The 
ethnologist who places them last in the intellectual scale does so gratuitously, and without knowledge or 
information. Memory, imitation, locality, language, and tune are faculties few Europeans evince larger 
possession of than the aborigines. They never forget place or person. A gesture, tone, or peculiarity is 
imitated instantaneously, and mimicry is constantly a recreation. 

14. They could not be induced to settle on any reserve. 

I:Immo H. 
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY LIFE. 

17. There is one very remarkable ceremony connected with the birth of a female child. Long before the 
child is born she is given away ; even the choice of her appearance is disposed of. 

18. Infanticide prevails to a great extent ; a vast proportion of the children born are destroyed, stran-
gulation and drowning being the chief means employed. Half-breed children are universally destroyed. The 
mother is well aware of the ultimate fate of her child. 

34. When a man gets possession of a woman, he becomes an object of intrigue to several of his friends ; 
each of whom wishes him to promise his daughter yet unborn to himself. Perhaps friendship decides him, 
and his dearest confederate is promised the first ; but as more are as likely to be born as one, he can promise 
as many as he pleases. A custom which is held sacred often induces a husband to promise his daughter to a 
man of whose designs upon his wife he may be jealous ; this usage rendering any communication between a 
man and the mother of his intended a capital crime. The person promised the first daughter gets her, but 
should there be no other, all the rest have a vested right in her. 

38. The principal food of the natives is opossum, kangaroo, squirrel, wild turkey, emu, native companion; 
all sorts of fish and birds, with the exception of the crow, which they have a great aversion to. Very little 
fire is applied to any article of food ; when the outside is grilled the animal is supposed to be done, and he is 
then transferred from the embers to the hands and teeth of his proprietor. 

39. The dress is composed of a number of opossum-skins sewn neatly together in the form of a blanket. 
40. They have one remarkable mode of amusement in particular, which is the corrobberee, or war-dance. 

They also sometimes hunt for amusement. 
41. Games of chance were not formerly known to the aborigines, but they are now coming to know them. 
42. The aborigines are not remarkable for their longevity ; but rather, on the contrary, for their short 

lives. 
43. When they are sick they are obliged to carry a lighted stick about with them, and to walk and sleep 

apart from the rest of the tribe. 
46. There are different modes of disposing of the dead : some inter their dead in the earth ; others erect 

a sort of scaffolding over a running stream, and deposit the remains of their departed friend there. 
47. If a black dies and is buried, all his war implements and wearing apparel are interred with him. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERS. 
2. The males are well-proportioned, muscular, and sometimes good-looking. 
3. Their features have nothing of the negro appearance, except when their hair, which is commonly 

straight or straightly curled, is crisped and curled. The eye is large and dark, and its look more mirthful 
than sullen. The nose varies, and is highly arched as well as flattened. Beautiful teeth and round chins set 
off their faces. The women are not in comparison so handsome as the men, but they have much prettier hands 
and feet. 

5. The skull-bones are generally supposed to be very thick, for they can stand a great deal of knocking 
on the head. The frontal bone is generally divided by a middle suture. The teeth are generally white and 
well set. 

BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS. 
50. They have two kinds of habitations ; the one is erected with boughs of trees, and the other with 

bark from the same, got im in the way of a gunyah. They are not permanent, nor need they be, for the 
blacks never stay long in one place. They universally consist of single apartments, at irregular distances from 
each other. 

51. They very often erect mounds or tumuli over the graves of their departed friends as a token of 
remembrance. 

WORKS OF ART. 
53. The war-like weapons are nullah nullah, spears, boomerangs, and the elleman or shield. The toma-

hawk of iron has taken the place of the stone axe, and is employed in war. The nullah nullah is for close 
fighting, and is formed from the heaviest wood obtainable. Its length is commonly two feet, and the end with 
which they strike is large and weighty. The spears are of two sorts-one light and partly made of reed, used 
for throwing great distances ; the other is the war or jagged spear, twelve or thirteen feet long, cut from a 
living tree, and used when the fighting men commence to close, or in surprises. The boomerang is semi-
circular, with the edge outwards. The elleman is of an angular shape at both ends, is light; hard, and slopes 
from its centre to the sides. 
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DOMESTIC. ANIMALS. 

There are only two domestic animals, which are the dog and the cat, both of European breed. The 
dog is used for hunting, and the cat is made a pet of. 

GOVERNMENT AND LAWS. 
55. The system of government is most decidedly republican, yet no man can do all his heart's desire. 
Each individual is amenable to the whole, and an infringement upon the customs in use has rendered him certain to be punished. 
56. The old men are highest in rank, but only from possessing greater intelligence; and from that alone 

exercise sway in council where all can speak, and from the designs of which there is no appeal, no other 
superior power being known. All individuals are equal ; and although the whites invest certain persons with 
the title of chief, no such rank is recognised by the blacks. Pre-eminence in wisdom or in valor procures 
respect, but is never attended by further assumption of power. All matters relating to the public affairs are 
decided upon in full and openly, notice previously being given to the scattered members of the tribe when 
such things are to be discussed. Such intimation is regarded as a writ of attendance, and disobedience is 
punished, sometimes by the infliction of death, sometimes by forcibly carrying to the place of meeting the 
offender, and there awarding him with slighted correction. 

GEOGRAPHICAL STATISTICS. 

68. The geographical limits comprehend the districts between the Ovens and Upper Goulburn, which 
is chiefly mountainous. 

69. I should suppose them to be about (60) sixty in number. 
70. The number of inhabitants has varied from (300) three hundred or upwards to about (60) sixty 

within the last (10) ten years. 
71. The number has diminished principally from intoxication and disease. 

SOCIAL RELATIONS. 

76. They are peaceable. War is never declared. Some injury is given ; a gin stolen, perhaps ; or, in 
sudden quarrel, a man slain. Information is collected ; a council is called ; war songs sung ; lances danced 
and measures determined upon ; warriors are mustered and marched stealthily into the country of the 
offenders, kindling no fires, and moving from concealment only when discovery is impossible. The position of 
the enemy is ascertained, and the point of attack, oftenest a detached camp, fixed. Early in the morning, 
generally before dawn, a rush is made upon the devoted encampment, and amid yells and barking of dogs 
aroused too late to save the inmates, who are speared, tomahawked, nulla-nullaed. Resistance is seldom offered, 
The kidney-fat is extracted from the slain, and sometimes from the living ; spoils caught up. females marched 
away, and hasty retreat made. As soon as they have gained a victory, the warriors are called together, and 

.a rejoicing corroberie is danced in token thereof ; and this is continued for some time at the full moon. 

RELIGION, SUPERSTITIONS, ETC. 

77. Regarding their religious practices, very little is known; so little, that Europeans in general believe 
them totally devoid of any. Yet they do, according to their manner, worship the hosts of heaven, and believe 
particular constellations rule natural causes. For such they have names, and sing and dance to propitiate 
and gain the favor of the Pleiades (Mormodellick), the constellation worshipped by one body as the giver of 
rain ; but if it should be deferred, instead of blessings, curses are apt to be bestowed upon it. In fact, they are 
destitute of the refinement of mind necessary to the formation of an idea of a Living Head of all, and as a sequence fall into gross beliefs concerning their earthly state. Some idea of a future state they possess, but 
of so indifferent a nature as to leave description impossible. They believe in the magical powers crafty and 
gifted men amongst them attribute to themselves. Flying, the power of invisibility, and of causing death by 
supernatural means, such individuals are by the majority supposed to have, and the tales told of the deeds 
done by them exceed in wonder an Arab tale. They tell, with every appearance of firm belief, of a warrior 
surprised by many enemies and forced to flight, being closely pursued by another possessed of supernatural 
powers. Both exerted their most powerful charms to disable each other, but for each "gibber" one cast from 
his mouth the other cast another. At length he who was pursued spat a "gibber" and took refuge in it : the 
pursuer dashed in it after him, which shivered it into fragments. In the confusion the one pursued escaped 
with a twig of the diameter of a pipe-stem, and so baffled his adversary. 

87. The division of the year is reckoned by the full moons, and also by what they term "sleeps" 
(days). 

From E. S. Parker, Esq., (late Protector of Aborigines) Mount Franklin :- 

DIVISION I. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS. 

1. I take as the boundaries of the district to which my remarks will have reference, the Campaspe, on 
the east ; the Murray, on the north ; the Avoca, on the west ; and the southern boundary of the county of 
Talbot, on the south. Within these limits, inclusive of the country on both sides of the Campaspe and Avoca, 
I estimate the number of natives at from 250 to 300. There are several petty tribes included in this number. 
I have been accustomed to apply the term "tribe" to an association of families, nearly or remotely related to 
each other, having a distinctive appellation, and occupying originally a tract of country of corresponding 
designation. Ordinarily, the term is vaguely used in reference to distinctions of locality originating with the 
European, as "the Loddon tribe," ""the Yarra tribe," &c. It is not possible, without a minute census, to give 
the numbers in the respective petty tribes. Some are almost extinct, having one family only left ; others 
include from twenty to thirty individuals. 

2. I cannot give exact numbers. The males, however, unquestionably out-number the females. They 
are not more unhealthy now than at former periods ; but the habits of all who are roving about on or near 
the diggings are greatly deteriorated by intemperance. 

3. The mortality has been very large in proportion to their numbers within the peroid referred to. The 
diseases which have been most fatal have been diseases of the respiratory organs, dysentery, and affections of 
the liver. I know of no particular disease prevalent among them likely to be communicated to the whites. 

4. A little food has been occasionally given at the Loddon aboriginal school, to a few aged and infirm 
persons, relatives of children in the school. With this exception, no supplies of any kind have been given to 
the aborigines in the district. There is a portion of land, containing about 112 acres, remaining of the old 
aboriginal reserve near the school. The site of the school is, however, laid out as a township. I fear it would 
be difficult to maintain reserves of land in the present state of the country. There is a tract of forest land 
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on the dividing ranges between the northern and southern rivers, which, being little used by the Europeans, 
and rather remote from settled localities, might be suitable for a reserve, but it has never been frequented by 
the natives, and there would be some difficulty in inducing them to settle there. 

5. In my own vicinity I should be happy to render aid in the distribution of supplies. I do not think 
it at all advisable or expedient that the distribution of supplies should take place at the police establishments. 
It would be better in the hands of clergymen, or other resident gentlemen, who would be interested in the 
moral welfare of the aborigines, and whose station and character would 'be a sufficient guarantee to the 
Government that the supplies would be properly distributed. 

6. Intemperance has greatly increased among them since gold mining commenced. The law prohibiting 
publicans, or indeed any person, from giving ardent spirits to the abbrigines, is like most of the sumptuary 
laws referring to the sale of intoxicating liquors, in a state of utter desuetude. 

7. It may be desirable, in reference to such large towns as Melbourne and Geelong; but, generally 
speaking, I do not think any particularly good result may follow from a more extended application of this 
restriction. I doubt its practicability, and would not employ the police in such work. I rarely meet natives 
in the country towns. 

8. None. There is a most urgent need for some arrangements to ensure medical  aid for these unfortunate 
people. I hate given those to whom I have had access all the medical aid in my power ; but I have painfully 
felt the want of means and authority to call in competent medical advice in acute and urgent cases. I know 
several instances in which life has been sacrificed for the want of ordinary medical aid. 

9. The two races, when they are associated together, live in peace. It is very long since I heard of 
any case of aboriginal delinquency. 

10. In no case that has come to my knowledge of late years. 
11. Since the abolition of the protectorate department at the commencement of 1850, a school has been 

maintained by the Government at the old aboriginal protectorate station. The number receiving instruction 
has varied ; but at no period has the establishment been left without pupils. There have always been a few 
other natives domiciled about the place, in addition to the two or three families civilized and settled on the 
small farms allotted to them by the Government. They have formerly received religious instruction from 
myself. Within the last few years it has not been in my power to maintain a distinct native service ; but 
the young people at the school, and some of the other native residents, attend Divine service, which is 
regularly held in the vicinity. In several instances they are sufficiently acquainted with the English language 
to receive instruction from these services. 

12. I think them thoroughly capable of receiving instruction ; and the obstacles to their improvement 
are solely traceable to moral deficiencies. 

13. I can only enunciate general principles, which I give as the results of actual experience, as to the 
best mode of treating these unhappy people. Having a firm conviction that Christianity is the only effective 
instrument of civilization, I think the Government and the Legislature should give ample encouragement and 
support to anv efforts that may be made by the different churches to bring these people under Christian 
instruction. The existing missions of the Church of England and the Moravians should be well supported. 
I think the other religious bodies in the country should be invited by the Government to take up the matter, 
and each send out its missionary agent or missionary schoolmasters, and thus occupy some portion of the 
field of labor. I am of opinion that these Christian communities are most likely to obtain and select the most 
suitable men for such a work—men who would enter upon their engagements under the influence of higher 
motives than a regard to the mere pecuniary recompense. I doubt the propriety of establishing mere 
Government secular institutions. It has always been difficult to find suitable agents. Such institutions have 
always been the objects of public jealousy and suspicion. Unless under very efficient superintendence they 
are liable to be abused, and their resources mis-appropriated. I should like to see schools established wherever 
a sufficient number of natives could be collected together. The relatives of the children might have supplies 
of food given them,•and be induced to settle down on the adjoining land, which should be reserved for their 
use. A system of rewards for industry and good conduct might be established at such places. Medical 
assistance should be accessible. If any of the young men should prove suf ficiently steady and industrious in 
their habits, allotments of land should be secured to them, and they should be assisted with seed and utensils 
to commence cultivating for themselves. Such measures as these have succeeded under my own eye, and I 
know no reason why, if faithfully and perseveringly followed up, they should not succeed in other cases. 

As a secondary measure, of more limited application, I should recommend that every facility and 
encouragement should be given to the many benevolently disposed persons who may be found in the com-
munity willing to take charge of and educate young aborigines. Mutual agreements of the nature Of 
apprenticeship indentures should be encouraged and protected by legislative enactment, so as to give the 
persons charging themselves with such care a kind of parental authority over the native, and securing to 
the latter proper support and protection. 

14. I do not think that merely setting apart a portion of the land, unaccompanied with any other 
arrangements would promote their reclamation. The native must foe brought under sufficiently powerful 
motives before he will relinquish his erratic habits, and it is only the influence of religion that can bring him 
within the range of such motives. 

ESTIMATE of Expenditure required in formation and maintenance of Aboriginal HomesteadS and Schools. 

Outfits, 6^c. 

Buildings—One House to contain two rooms, for Schoolmaster. dining and living room, and 
two or three separate sleeping rooms for children, store, and kitchen, on the plan of 
the Loddon School House, built en pied, or (.1' slabs and bark, detached school room 
adjoining, say ... £300 0 0 

Fencing (with the aid of native labor) 	 .• • 	..• 	••• 	 100 0 0 Outfit, to include two horses, or four bullocks, cart, ploughs, harrows, spades, &c., and seed 	250 0 0 

Mainlenance. 
Salaries.—One Manager to act as Schoolmaster and religious teacher, having charge of 

stores, &c., with rations 
Matron and Schoolmistress (his wife) ... 
One Agriculturist and general laborer, with rations ... 
Occasional pecuniary rewards to native laborers 

£650 0 0 

  

150 0 0 
50 0 0 
75 0 0 
25 0 0 

      

	

Provisions, clothing, &c, for year, £900. Second and following years 	.,. 

Total ordinary annual expenditure, to include supplies of blankets and necessaries to aged 
and sick, and infirm natives ... 	 ,„. 	„, 	..„ 

  

300 0 0 
500 0 0 
50 0 0 

£850 0 a 

 

      

• 



Faster Shaw, Esq., J.P., Geelong::— 
DivisioN I. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS. 
1. I cannot. 
2. I have no opportunity of forming an opinion. 
3. Either dysentery or drunkenness. 
4. Occasionally blankets and provisions are given on particular occasions, when required to walk in 

procession • but I am not aware of any medical attendance. No reserves that I am aware of.  ■ 5. Geelong Police Bench. 
6. They are addicted to intemperance very much. 
8. There is a paid medical officer, Dr. Callan, district surgeon. 
9. They are quiet. Not that I know. Services not available. 
10. I cannot, indeed. 
11. No. 
12. They are not wanting in intelligence, but it is almost impossible to correct their migratory habits. 
13. I cannot, indeed. 
14. I do not think it would succeed ; the effort was made some years ago in the neighborhood of Colac, 

but was not successful. 
DIVISION II. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERS. 

I. Males, from 5 ft., to 5 ft. 8 in. ; average, 5 ft. 6 in. ; I have seen them to 5 ft. 10 in. 	Females, from 
5 ft. to 5 ft. 3 or 4 M. ; seldom if ever above. The weight is, I imagine, proportionally less. 

2. The head is rather large, and the upper extremities are larger in proportion. 
3. Dirty copper color; hair black, lank, fine; eyes black; odor very peculiar. 
4. Elongated from before backwards ; face broad. 
5. I have seen many skulls of the natives, and could never discover any difference in weight or thickness. 

The ossa triquetra are frequent, in two out of three skulls in my possession ; the os unguis and nasal meet at 
an angle ; upper jaw-bone prominent. 

INDIVIDUAL AN4 FIUME LIFE. 17. I do not know. 
18. I have heard so, to the trouble of carrying it about in their migratory rambles, and that the females 

are required to perform most of the work attending thereon. 
19. Cannot say. 
39. Chiefly opossum rugs, paint, and grass-cloth. 
46. In this neighborhood I have seen them buried in a sitting position ; in other parts, they are placed 

in the hollows of trees, and on the branches thereof. 
49. They have an idea that, when they die, they go to Van Diemen's Land and return white. On one 

occasion they seemed to have claimed relationship with a lady of my acquaintance, who had a scar from a 
burn on her face ; and brought the son of a deceased mother, who had been burnt in the bush, at the heads, and 
ntroduced him to this lady as her son, and a most dissipated drunken rascal he was. 

T. M. Clow, Esq., P.M. - 
DIVISION I. 

12. After carefully considering the question, so as to place the aborigines in as favorable a light as 
possible, I am compelled to state, that the more extended my observation of them became the more confirmed I 
became in the opinion, that their general intelligence was embraced in natural instinct of supreme degree, and 
that they have not sufficient capacity to receive either literary or moral instruction ; that is, to appreciate it, 
and have ability enough to apply it to use, or put it into practice, although they can be taught to repeat lessons. 

13. I would merely urge upon the committee the plan pursued with so much success by the United 
States Government towards similar tribes in her territory. There is no doubt that, in attempting to carry 
out here a similar plan, serious difficulties interpose themselves which had not to be disposed of by that 
Government. In America, territory abounding with game, fish, and every other auxiliary, to the support of 
aborigines, and such as they had enjoyed before the appearance of Europeans amongst them, was to be 
obtained by mere deportation to and allocation in some unoccupied tract such as that described ; here such 
tracts cannot be obtained. In adopting the plan of locating the 'oborigines in such a manner that they may be located strictly per se in this country, and in striving to make it efficient in execution, recourse would 
have to be had to the purchase of tracts now held under pastoral occupancy. Assuming that it is desirable to 
go deeply into the consideration of this subject, it may be as well to point out, for instance, one or two tracts 
which appear adapted for such a location, which must be as in America, on a very extensive scale, or not at all. 

The first now given will be the tract of country comprised within a line between Cape Liptrap and the 
eastern promontory or headland of Western Port as a sea coast line, thence by the ranges forming the 
southern and eastern sides of the basin of Bass's River to the eastern termination of what is laid down on 
the maps as Strelecksi's Range ; thence by a hill laid down and formerly called "Mount Ararat" to the 
dividing range between the Yarra River and the waters which flow into the great swamp ; thence easterly 
along t--at dividing range to a point north of Cape Liptrap ; thence southerly by what is laid down as 
}Toddle's Ranges to Cape Liptrap. 

These lines embrace within them a few pastoral stations. As shown already, the purchase of such 
would become inevitable in carrying out the plan efficiently ; and still more inevitable, the purchase of the 
stock on them, or of other appropriate kinds of live stock to depasture within the limits of the reserve. The 
game to be procured in a natural state is insufficient to meet there, as elsewhere in the colony, the probable 
requirements as food for them ; and after collecting the aborigines in one spot for the purposes of amelioration 
of condition, failure of plan would certainly ensue, unless the supply of food was both abundant and easily procurable. 

Upon even the most superficial consideration of the plan many questions of importance force themselves into notice. 

let. Would not the expense be very considerable to carry it out effectively ? Possibly it might. But 
it must lie remembered that England gave twenty millions for the benefit of the West Indian negroes who 
never had benefitted the beneficiere, namely, the people of England collectively. It was not twenty millions 
for value received. But here there has been value received. The colonists have reaped millions by having 
had pastures on which to rear their flocks, and have taken millions of gold from the soil. The Government 
has received millions for the land alienated by sale, and have yet to receive millions for the land on which 
the aborigines dwelt and subsisted, at one time, in a state of independence and health. 

2ndly. Would not the congregating of aborigines (as suggested), with whom the disproportion between 
the sexes is so great now, through contact with the whites, lead inevitably to serious fights and quarrels 
among the males, and thus tend to diminish instead of to preserve their present numbers To obviate that 
difficulty, it would not apparently be more absurd or ridiculous to equalise the numbers of the sexes at the 
outset by importations of females from the Polynesian group, where they abound, than to con inue the 

ABORIGINES.-r. 
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course hitherto pursued of balancing, as far as possible, the proportion between the sexes of the white race ; 
the white race being decidedly more capable of providing for themselves in that particular, through the 
medium of correspondence, than these aborigines. This suggestion would be perfectly useless if it is desired 
not to preserve the race of aborigines, but merely to treat with some show of attention those v ho are alive, 
and until they gradually disappear, through that want, joined with others. It cannot have escaped the 
observation of the first colonists that the men having females and children avoided more than others the 
haunts of the white man. This trait (if I am correct in my observation) would materially assist in giving 
efficiency to any plan of location per se. 

3rdly. Should residence on one or more of such reserves be made coercive on all ? I think it should at 
first, to ensure success. After a fair trial, special permission to reside without the bounds could be given to 
particular individuals, when it had been found that it would be impolitic not to grant the permission. It 
would be desirable to have, for many reasons, more than one of such reserves; for if from any unforeseen 
quarrel or other cause, it became necessary to interfere, the separation of conflicting parties could be arranged 
more speedily. It might also be found necessary to order change of locality to avert sickness attributed to 
residence in a particular locality. 

4thly. Are there other extensive tracts similar to the one already described which could be also made 
available for the purpose proposed ? Others than myself may be able to state more precisely whether on a 
line of sea coast between Cape Otway and Warrnambool, and between that line and the occupied tracts on the 
south of the Barwon and Lake country there exists an available tract ; also in the Victoria Range. The best 
mode of assisting the Murray blacks would be to plentifully supply them with boats, gear, and fishing tackle. 
A hunting and live stock reserve for them might perhaps be most eligibly situated in an angle at the junction 
of such rivers as the Murray and Darling. 

5thly. How should the cattle and other live stock be distributed ? From my observation of the aborigines 
(which commenced in 1837) I think that the most satisfactory and least expensive mode would be to render 
the live stock as wild as possible, to destroy every yard and enclosure, to supply arms and ammunition to all 
capable of carrying and using them, and direct the aborigines to shoot the cattle, &c., themselves, as they 
required them. The exercise of hunting appears with them to be essentially necessary for the prolongation 
of life and health. If buildings be erected or maintained on the proposed reserves, and supervision through 
resident employees be exercised by the Government, I think it very probable that the buildings would be 
infested with them ; attempting to continue the avocation of begging their daily food instead of procuring it 
as formerly by their own exertions in hunting. 

6thly. Would it not be impolitic and attended with some danger to arm the aborigines 7 It is difficult to 
see the danger or impolicv. Legislation could provide for and avert any difficulty connected with the supply of 
gunpowder to them by others than the government, if good ground for the impending danger ever arose. As 
to the probability of using the arms against each other, if they have made up their minds to attempt the life 
of another, I think that the offensive weapons of their own manufacture are as likely to be put in requisition 
on such an occasion. The numbers of the white population are too formidable now for them ever to think of 
turning the arms against them. When they have become armed to a considerable extent and proficient in the 
use of the rifle or fowling piece, they might perhaps be of service on some future day as auxiliaries against an 
invading foe, as in the American war. They have no deity whom they worship, and no religion which they 
follow or observe ; therefore the danger which has arisen of late in the East Indies could not arise here. 

7thly. Should missionaries or officers exercising supervision be tolerated amongst them, when carrying out 
such a plan ? I am of opinion that they should not, and that the evil of progressive degeneration attempted 
to be righted will, if they are placed by themselves as suggested, very soon right itself as to their general 
health. In succeeding years, when the diseased and decrepid have become thinned out from the main body by 
death, and the unnatural progress of extinction of race has become to a material degree checked or averted, it 
will be time enough then to devise some plan of limited education for those susceptible of receiving it to an 
advantageous degree. 

Mr. L. Becher.— 

Divagnox I. 
6. Yes ; and the publicans, if they do not sell ardent spirits, &c., to the natives themselves, ought not 

to allow that spirits, &c., be given to the aborigines even gratis, either by the landlord, his servants, or 
customers in the rooms of public houses. 

10. I believe they steal, impelled by necessities. 
12. Not below the average intelligence of all the other uneducated masses of nations, may they belong 

to the black, colored, or white races of man. 

Divisrox 
I. Average height, 5 feet 5 inches to 5 feet 10 inches. 
2. Not actually disproportioned are the different parts of the body ; but generally the arms and legs are 

leaner than in the negro race ; but muscles and sinews are strong. Want of fat is not always a sign of want of 
strength. If the natives receive sufficient food and shelter during the cold season they improve their external 
appearance very soon. 

3. The prevailing complexion is a chocolate brown. Hair jet black, and when combed and oiled falls in 
beautiful ringlets down the cheeks and neck. Beard black, strong, curly. Eyes deep brown-black, the white 
of a light yellowish hue. A peculiar odor is perceptible, but not for want of cleanliness ; it is very much like 
the well known odor observed as coming from negroes, but not quite so strong. It is to me as if phosphorus 
was set free during the process of perspiration. It is very likely this odor which enables the horses to discover 

'the proximity of aborigines, and thus saving many times the members of exploring expeditions from being 
surprised. Leichardt, Gregory, and others describe sufficiently the mode in which the horse shows its uneasiness. 

For 4 and 5 of Division II. see explanation of the plate. 

Mr. W. N. Waller, Wyuna Station, Lower Goulburn.— 

DIVISION I. 
1. I should estimate the number of natives belonging to the Lower Goulburn to be about thirty souls. 

This not to include the Murchison blacks, or those of the Murray or Campaspe, who occasionally visit 
this station. 

2. The ages of these natives are similar to those of an average number of Europeans to be found in this 
country, and the masculine sex predominates over the female, but not in a very remarkable degree. 

3. The mortality during the last ten years has been great, arising from war, drunkenness, consumption 
or phthisiscal disorders, and venereal affections; which, amongst the females esecially have caused man 
deaths. With the exception of this latter disease, I am not aware of any complaintp 

 likely
, 
 to be communicated to the white population. 

4. At present, nor lately, the aborigines have received neither clothing, food, nor medical attendance from 
Government. They live principally on opossums, fish, and yams (which latter grow wild), and occasionally 
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they get kangaroo, and emu, and native turkey. There are no aboriginal reserves near here, nor are there I 
believe, places adapted for such. 

5. I think there would be no difficulty in finding a proper person (resident) who would distribute any 
supplies, 84c., which government might be disposed to grant them. 

6. The natives are mach addicted to intemperance, and the publicans do sell ardent spirits to them and that too to a considerable extent. 
7. It would be beneficial to prevent them from coming near the towns, and in most cases the police 

would be able to see that the regulation was enforced. 
8. There is no doubt, for a proper remuneration, that a medical officer could be found to attend them. 
9. The natives are quiet and innoffensive. They are useful to squatters at times and are employed in 

sheep-washing, cutting bark, making brush fences ; and the young boys make good stock-men, and are 
excellent horsemen, and in many instances live with the whites and receive wages. 

10. At no time have they been compelled to steal from the settlers, as the country produces spontaneously 
sufficient food for their subsistence. 

I L Yes, in former years. 
12. They are a sharp witted race, and, if taken when very young, would learn aptly, but I should think 

have not much depth of intellect. 
14. I consider that all the population under twenty years of age, would gladly embrace the opportunity 

of acquiring land and would settle down, provided that their occupation was not laborious. The land should 
be unalienable ; otherwise they would sell it for grog. 

DIVISION II. 

I should think the height of the males is 5 ft. 71 in. and of the females 5 ft. 3 in. 
2. The legs in all instances are remarkably small, especially the calves. 
3. The prevailing complexion is a dull brown copper color, with occasionally a yellowish cast. The 

hair black, rather coarse, curly, but not like that of an African negro. Eyes large, animated and expressive, 
and of a very dark brown ; and there is a peculiar smell which pervades the whole body. 

5. The skull is remarkably thick. A blow which would kill a. European would have very little effect on 
one of them. These Lower Goulburn natives always knock out the two upper middle teeth as a distinctive 
mark of their tribe. 

13. The native language is not known to philologists ; it is particularly euphonious, as it is for the 
mast part composed of vowels and liquids. 

14. Nos. 1, 2, 3, are expressed thus-wulgthuwul, wulthuwul wulthuwul, wulgthuwulhle ; or perhaps 
spelt like " wultuwid"; and if they want to express a large number, they repeat the word " trultuwul ' many 
times over. The names of places near here are these, viz :- 

Wynne* (5  the final "a" soft in all.) 	 Cotupna 
Tathunmara 	 Twine 
Madoula 
Embry 	

Oundanja 
Korowa 

Toureptca 	 Gulgyla Tissica 	 Cocomo 
Lambnna 

Most tribes have different dialects, for the Iiilmore blacks differ from those of the Goulburn ; and in 
fact a tribe in the Portland district could hardly understand a word if placed amongst these. 

18. They manifest great disinclination to part with their children, and seem to love those which are 
half-castes still more than those which are purely from native parents. 

19. Children do not seem to be exposed ; as there are several instances of deformed, which seem to be 
well taken care of. 

20. No. 
21. No. 
24. At from thirteen to fourteen years, and it is even earlier in the female. 
32. Chastity is not cultivated, as most of the native girls for a small remuneration will have connection 

with the whites. 
33. It is generally believed that a woman having borne a child by a white man will not have children 

afterwards by one of her own race. 
35. Polygamy exists, but I think that none have more than two wives at once. 
38. They live principally on opossums and fish, with a native yam somewhat resembling a parsnip. 

They live entirely on what nature provides, and cook almost entirely by roasting on the hot ashes ; but at 
times bake their meat in a cavity in the ground, when they season it with the young leaves of the gum or 
peppermint tree. They have no fermented or other liquors, and frequently make long fasts of thirty-six hours; 
but when they have plenty, eat to repletion, and cannot compare with the whites for constant and prolonged 
exerti,Qn. Fire-arms in their hands are harmless, as they have a most wholesome dread of the whites. 

The sole article of dress was formerly an opossum cloak for both sexes, and when at their own camps 
they usually sit entirely naked. These are mostly tatooed with bars across the shoulders and breast. 

v40. The " corroboree" or dance is universal. 
-'42. There are many instances of very old men ; and on the whole, those who do not partake of the vices 

of the whites, attain to a good old age. The men seem to be the longer-lived. 
43. The sick are attended by a native doctor, and seem to be well cared for ; but he trusts to the effects 

of charms and spells, than to the virtues of medicinal plants. The prevailing disease seems to be phthisis and 
liver complaints. The first arising from their habits of sleeping out, and throwing aside the clothes which 
they may have worn for months, when living near the whites, combined with want of shelter from the change's 
of the weather. 

46. They now generally bury their dead. 
'49. They believe in the doctrine of annihilation. 
50. Their only buildings, if such they may be called, consist of a few sheets of bark placed slanting 

against a horizontal beam, supported at the ends by forked sticks, and are placed without regard to order. 
They possess a great number of mongrel-bred dogs, derived from frequent crosses of the native dingo and 
European varieties, and are used entirely for hunting the smaller species of kangaroo, &c. Each tribe has its 
territorial rights and adhere to the boundaries belonging to them. They cry out much that the whites have 
taken away their land. 

70. There numbers are rapidly decreasing, owing to the effects of venereal disease and use of ardent 
spirits. 

72, They adhere in the main to the customs and habits of their forefathers. 
74. Not in the bonds of matrimony. 
75. Almost every one under twenty-five years of age speaks English, quite sufficient for general 

purposes of conversation. 
76. They are not a quarrelsome race ; and the spear, tomahawk, and boomerang constitute their 

weapons. 
These remarks are intended to apply to the natives of the Lower Goulburn, below Murchison, and 

comprise those of the adjacent country, and bordering on the river. 
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(Several of the gentlemen to whom " Circulars" were sent having replied in a general way, their answers cannot be 
classified. Subjoined are extracts from their communications.] 

From Thomas Enabling, Esq., M.L.A. -In reply to your queries I desire respectfully to state that I have 
not mingled with the native tribes for some years. 1851 and part of 1852 I spent in wanderings over the 
north-western portions of the colony, and as often as I could I occupied myself studying the native character, 
and in affording them professional assistance. During this period I have often been amongst the aborigines, 
quite away from other Europeans. I have travelled with them as my assistants up and down the distant 
interior, and have employed them as opportunity offered. When I returned to Melbourne I left the native 
peoples with the impression on my mind, which I still retain, that they have been and are a cruelly wronged 
and injured race; that the protectorates, as a rule, have been a gross mockery, delusion, and sham ; and 
that , these hapless beings have been ruthlessly dealt with, with the distinct and prevalent notion of hastening 
their extinction, and the sooner the better. My own judgment of them is, that they are capable of moral 
elevation, but that the means for their destruction has placed such a prospect almost beyond the bounds of 
possibility. I found them to be truthful, fully reliable, most grateful for kindness, their gratitude showing 
itself in almost childlike expressions of delight and confidence. The lubras, I believe, as a rule, and as a fact, 
taking their view of social life, are very chaste, and dutiful to their coolies. The gross immoralities, the 
degrading examples and temptations held out to these simple people by some settlers and their dependents, 
are such as to call for the most firm condemnation. They were (of course I write generally), most atrocious. 
The aborigines were treated as very dogs ; although when, as I have seen, they were treated kindly, they fully 
appreciated such kindness, and the settlers always found them in such circumstances, most valuable bush 
allies ; and had the bush pioneers been all of the class immediately referred to, so reliant were the aborigines 
upon the kind white fellows, that some more grateful memories would have thrown their "lights " upon the 
" shadows " which have shrouded the last days of a dying race ; but, as a general rule, kindness was not 
the prevailing feature of "bush life," and the black fellow is passing away, unheeded by his white brother. 

Their language is full and expressive, abounding in consonants, and capable of as much force, beauty, 
and elegance as are the tongues of Italy, Portugal, and Spain. 

Their religious "notions" are chiefly those of a gloomy character. They have "no hope." It is all a 
shadowy thing without a foundation. I could not find a name for " God." I have often and often held long 
talks with their doctors and their chief men, and I could gather nothing of moment from them. The chief 
burden of the language of their most intelligent men was, that "the black fellow would go away because 
white fellow come." They felt themselves to be a dying race, and that no effort they could make would avert 
their destiny. They could not comprehend (what I found most difficult to communicate) the rudimentary 
ideas of sin, of transgression, moral law, and of a hereafter ; and these efforts of instruction were made when 
listeners and speaker alike were as willing to learn as to teach, when some physical ill had been relieved, and 
a spirit of affectionate confidence fully obtained. Appeals to the glory of the sun, the moon, the violence of 
the storm, awakened no thought, excepting of the "present." In fact, the lingerings of tradition, although 
indicating a clear connexion with the thoughts and creeds of the northern nations, yet are almost lost from 
among these aborigines. A faint idea of a "Flood," of a "Big Fellow angry long while ago," and of the 
subsequent hopeless degradation of the black fellow from an anterior higher state of existence, and the opinion 
that the supersession of the black fellow by the white fellow was, as a law of necessity—inexorable necessity, 
are all I could trace out, and these are but poor and feeble glimmerings ; they have no weight on the native 
mind. Hopelessness is their prevailing feeling. 

That they are capable of intellectual elevation cannot be doubted by an impartial mind. 
That they will all speedily pass away is also without doubt ; that we may anticipate. Disease, often 

wilfully introduced among them, and drink, which they can easily obtain, together with the absence of the 
same facilities of roaming free over the interior, are doing their work. Could they, or the children, be isolated 
from the white man, be well fed and cared for, probably some good might be done; but to secure this their 
liberty must be infringed upon. The case is one of extreme difficulty. The Moravian mission, I think, has 
looked at it in the right light, and their scheme I approve of. 

Robert Burke, Esq., J.P., Mount Shadwell.-The number of aborigines in the Western Province does 
not exceed one thousand souls. In my own immediate neighborhood they do not number more than fifty t 
of this number about thirty are men, twelve are women, and eight children. This number is only the remnant 
of the tribe, which at one time consisted of several hundred souls ; but the decrease has for several years been 
much in excess of the increase. Diseases, the unavoidable consequences of vice, have impaired the strength 
of the men and the fecundity of the women. The race is evidently undergoing physical degradation ; which, 
before many years, will terminate their existence as a separate race. The debasing influences are prostitution 
and intemperance, to which -may be added the total want of independent feelings. If it were possible to 
remove the men from the fatal influence of the public houses, and to deter the women from submitting to an 
intercourse disgraceful to both races, it would, perhaps, be possible to restore to the natives that feeling of 
independence which is now all but lost amongst them, and without which they will sink. 

As an experiment, I would suggest that some central place in each province should be selected, and 
that every encouragement should be given to the natives willing to locate themselves upon the reserve. Huts, 
land, implements, and seed, should be supplied to those who were willing to cultivate the land. If the effort 
were attended with success, a school and a Christian minister could be added to the establishment. An asylum 
should be opened to the infirm, the sick, and the aged. If the natives became thoroughly convinced of our 
desire to benefit them, no inconsiderable number, I think, would take advantage of the opportunity afforded 
to them of bettering their condition. But it would take some time before they would learn to appreciate 
our motives, and also before we could hope to counteract the strength of their evil habits. Such measures 
would not, perhaps, prolong their existence for many years. It may be too late to save the race from the 
decree of extinction ; but their adoption would at least afford us the consolatory reflection that we had adopted 
measures which we hoped might prolong the existence, and which certainly would alleviate the miseries of a 
race which owe their present physical and moral degradation to the presence of a superior race. 

In my district the natives are perfectly quiet. In former times depredations of a serious character 
were committed, and many lives were sacrificed. 

The services of the natives are often made use of by settlers. I have had natives employed at every 
kind of station work. 

I only know of one aboriginal family who have embraced Christianity in this district. 
It would not, I think, be desirable to give clothes or supplies to the natives, unless they could be 

induced to reside together in some central place. But if the committee should determine upon giving them 
assistance of this kind, there will be no difficulty in finding proper persons to distribute the public bounty. 

As a race, I believe the intelligence of the natives has been much under-rated. The introduction of 
civilization has not tended to develop their charahter advantageously; but on the contrary, they have suffered 
a moral and physical degradation which has re-acted upon their intellectual powers. Had we been able to 
reclaim them from barbarism without subjecting them to the temptations of evils which have enslaved them, 
we should have found them an intelligent race. Physically, morally, and intellectually the race has undergone 
and is undergoing an amount of depression which, according to an invariable law of nature, tends to the 
extinction of the race ; and we should, therefore. form an unfair estimate of the race if we judged them by 
their present degraded condition. 
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The natives believe in the existence of an evil spirit which occasionally embodies itself and appears to 
them. Any misfortune that happens they attribute to the direct interference of this evil spirit. When one of 
a tribe dies they endeavour to kill an individual belonging to a neighboring tribe, in order, as they believe, to 
appease, by so doing, the anger of the evil spirit. A young black boy, who has been in my service for many 
years, told me that, when a boy, he lived with MS grandmother. and that one night after they had all retired to 
rest he rose to go to the fire that was burning in their camp. On rising he saw a tall white figure stand 
beside the fire, and as be looked at the figure it became visibly much larger. It then uttered words in a 
tongue which he did not understand. On rising in the morning he told his grandmother. who said she knew 
the figure well. It was the evil genius of the tribe, and that it came to warn her of the approach of death. 
She died two days after. I have heard the natives relate many other instances of the supernatural appearance 
of the evil spirit. I do not think that they have any clear idea of a Creator, but I am inclined to think that 
they entertain an instinctive idea of a resurrection. When they bury their dead they endeavor to obtain as 
much tea and sugar and articles of clothing as they possibly can to bury with the dead, for the use of the 

spirit of their departed friend. 
I regret that I am unable to give you any further information upon the subject of your circular ; and 

have merely to express a hope that your deliberations will bring about a change in the condition of the 

unhappy race now under consideration. 
Messrs. T.  and  C. Peevor,  Langley.—We  regret that we are not in a position to reply to your queries, or 

to give you any information respecting tbe aborigines of this country. During a residence of eight years in 
this neighbourhood. we have not met with more than one party of them. 

F.  Call,  Esq., P.3L, Carishroolt.—There  are not any (aborigines) about this part of the country, and I 

have it not in my,  power to supply you with any historical knowledge respecting them. 

William  Lavender, Esq., P.M., Kyneton.-111  reference to your circular, relative to the aborigines of this 
district, I have the honor to acquaint you that they have long since disappeared, and I do not recollect meeting 
a single native of any tribe, during my residence (six years) in this part of the country. For many miles round 
Kyneton, the land is enclosed, and under cultivation; but even in the forests of Mount Macedon, Jeffreys, Seven 
Mile, and Clowes, extending to Mount Blackwood and Ballan, I never heard of one ever having been seen in 

them during my time. 
John  C. Thomson, Esq., .I.P., Gishorne.—In reply to your letter, requesting me to forward to you answers 

to a number of queries respecting the aborigines, I have the honor to state that, in the district in which I am 
police magistrate, I have not seen one who claimed to belong to it ; and with regard to the Western Port 
district, of which I am Commissioner of Crown Lands, the aborigines live chiefly on the banks of the rivers 
Goulburn and Murray, the extreme boundaries of my district. which on account of my magisterial duties I 
have been prevented 'from visiting, except in parts ; so that they ,ffitve very seldom come under my particular 

notice. 
C. C. Dowling, Esq., P.M., Buekland—In  the district under my supervision no aborigines have been 

known to exist during the past five years. 
P. C. Crespigny, Esq., Warden, Amherst—As  there are no aborigines in the district under niy supervision, 

I am unable to afford the select committee the information they seek. 
T.  D. Heron, Esq., 	Fryerstaten.—I beg to state that there are no aboriginals residing in the district 

under my charge; and therefore I am unable to furnish any information on the subject. 
S. T. Clissold,  Esq, 	Balloarat.—During my short residence in this district I have seen but five or 

six aborigines, and have had no opportunity ofjudging of their characters, &c., 8t.e. 

William  H. Gaunt, Esq., Warden, Indigo.—During my residence in the colony I have been exclusively 

employed upon the gold-tields ; and as I have found it necessary in every case where the natives have visited 
the diggings to cause, fur their own security, their immediate removal. I regret that it is out of my power 
to afford the honorable committee any relffible information. 

Henry  C.  Jeffreys, Esq, J.P., Birneteang Station, Campaspe River.—I have the honor to state that, in the 

part of the district which conies under my own observation. the number of natives has diminished so much 
that they can hardly be said to exist as a tribe. The ;few families that are kft are invariably to be found 
hanging about the neighborhood of the public houses, and are perfectly indifferent to everything but obtaining 
the price of a glass of spirits. Even this small remnant is fast disappearing. Deaths are frequent and disease 
prevalent ; and in the course of a few years the total extinction a this tribe may be expected. Under these 

circumstances it is of course quite out of my power to answer questions relating to quite a different state 

of things. 
W. IL  F.  Mitchell,  Esq.,J.P., Burford, Kyneton.—It  is not  in my power to afford you much information 

respecting the aborigines, who at one time formed no inconsiderable portion of the inhabitants of this part of 
the colony. I settled in this, the Mount Macedon district in 1842. At that time the natives were numerous, 
and I have frequently seen assemblages of some hundreds near nty present residence, and as many as fifty 
young children in a party at play. There was, however, a sea ,  P)le diminution in their numbers before the 
discovery of gold. I left the district in l8:12; I returned to it at the beginning of this year; and it would seem 
that, since the diggings opened the native race has entirely disappeared. I believe that a few individuals still 
exist at the protectorate at Jim Crow, but as a race their history is a tale a  the past. 

Alfred Chenery, Esq., Delatite.—The  fact of not having had any opportunity of judging of their (the 
aborigines) condition for some years past will preclude my giving detailed answers to those questions ; but, 
from former experience of their habits, I may be allowed to suggest that the only chance (in my opinion) of 
saving a remnant of the aborigines is to take away the children and educate them beyond the influence of 
their respective tribes; at the same time doing what can be effected to ameliorate the condition of such adults 
as may be left by serving out to them blankets, flour, &c., where needed. 

IV.  Price, Esq., l'.M., Beechicorth.—I  regret I am not in a Itosition to afford you the information called 
for, as I do not recollect ever having seen any aborigines of this colony on the gold fields under my charge. 

The  Bishop tf Melhourne.—I  regret that I am not able to afford the members of the committee of the 
Legislative Council of Victoria, appointed to enquire into the present conditien of the aborigines, any infor-
mation that will be of use to them in their enquiries ; as my knowledge. derived from reports of others, is not 
sufficiently definite to enable me to reply to their queries. I would, however, if I may be allowed, suggest 
one particular. which does not appear to have been heretofore sufficiently attended to, for the consideration of 
the committee, viz., the enforcement of the law for the protection of the lives of individuals, and for the 
prevention of war between different tribes. In a recent ease two aborigines have been convicted of murder ; 
but I believe that in many other cases no attempt has been made by magistrates for the discovery and 
punishment of criminals ; and not many years ago a tribe in Gipps Land was almost wholly destroyed by 
another from a distance. It appears to have been forgotten that the law is intended for the protection of life ; 
and that the question for consideration is not so much what degree of guilt attaches to the man who takes 
away the life of another, as how others may be effectually -  deterred from following his example. 

James Blair, Esq.  P.M., Portland—For  the last four or five years my duties have confined me altogether 
to the town ; in fact, I could not absent myself without leave, and with the exception of an ocea,ional stockman 
or bullock-driver in the service of a settler, I have seldom seen an aboriginal during that period! Seventeen or 
eighteen years ago, large parties of aborigines used frequently to visit Portland. and were to be met with in 
almost every part of the district ; but year after year their numbers have diminished ; and about ten years 
ago, when the last permanent camp that I saw was formed here, it did not consist a more than thirty in-

dividuals of all ages and sexes. and of these six or seven died, within as many weeks. As each death occurred, 
the body was placed M a shallow grave, lightly covered with earth, and having a quantity of dead leaves and 
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brushwood heaped upon it, with a view, as it occurred to me, to its being consumed by a bush-fire, and the 
camp removed a few hundred yards from it. They were all in a shocking state of filth, disease, and pulmonary 
consumption, which had caused the deaths ; and was supposed to have been induced by exposure to wet and 
cold while under the influence of medicines some charitable person had administered to them. 

Foster Fmans, Esq., J.P., Balyang, Geelong.-The only statement I could offer would commence in 1837. 
This, I think, would be conclusive, as to the rapid decrease of the aborigines. On my arrival here. Governor 
Bourke ordered me to assemble all the native population, to receive gifts furnished by him. He ordered 
Buckley, a man who resided in and about this place for about thirty-three years, to render me his assistance. 
I considered we assembled all the native popolation within thirty miles, amounting to two Hundred and ninety-
seven men, women, and children ; each receiving clothing, a blanket, and a portion of flour. I consider at the 
present time there are not twenty of the two hundred and ninety-seven alive ; the very few I occasionally meet, 
even at that time children, and now in appearance old, aged, and infirm. I therefore conclude the race will be 
extinct in a short time ; and I may add, from my experience for many years as Commissioner of Crown 
Lands in a large extended district, Portland Bay and the Wimmera, that on my numerous visits, in every part, 
I could perceive the rapid decrease of these poor people. I often had to regret the misapplied funds at Mount 
Rouse. Had my suggestion met the approval of Mr. La Trobe, I think great good results would have followed. My 

proposal was to keep the tribes on their own grounds, and the Government supplying the 
settler with a ration of flour for each individual, and a blanket occasionally. I am of opinion this system 
would have operated well. I have met with many natives on runs working well and generally useful, and well taken care of by the squatter. 

Samuel Pratt 'Winter, Esq.- 

NAMES and Ages of the Aborigines, male and female, occupying the Valley of the 
Wannon, from the lower fall to Sandford. 

I. Pinnoit brunbringil ... 
2. Warbring baugbal 	... 
3. Licouerrimin ... 	... 
4. Weerungweeroit 	... 
5. Mullupmoal 	... 	... 
6. Pookoiweerip .•• 	... 
7. Bialgoolun 	... 
8. Nechmoallurt ... 
9. Koioket 

10. Beegpoonerrimin 
11. Yammawellaug 
12. Biawgerung 	... 
13. Tureep... 	... 
14. Cootarung 	... 
15. Yillilbrin 	... 
16. Tricarait 	... 
17. Wirrygomirrimin 
18. Corungberrimin 
19. Youiwong 	... 
20. Allaloop 	...... 
21. Galgal ... 	... 	... 
22. Whoitnum 	... 	... 
23. Pripinkapoon ... 	... 

E. 
4 AG2 

 40 -= Mungweeringyar ... 
35 	Kalkmerrimin 	... 
40 	ouwIll... 	... 
33 	Alkingerrimin 	... 
50 	Poorgooying 	... 
19 	Bilprin 	... 	... 
17 
60 
10 
30 = Coyam ... ... 
30 = Keringwerangun. 
19 
30 
30 = Poorait pnonanung 
35 
28 
35 
40 --= Brucammuc 	... 
50 =-. Bondigmingung 	... 
32 
21 	Woonerriming. 
20 

•. 

23  
40  

AGE. 

42 
40 
25 
45 

40 

1 

The mark = indicates the women who live with the men whose names are on the same lines. Nos. 10 
male and 21 female are the only children in the tribe. The ages given are as near as I can calculate ; 
all under 22 years are correct. The boys Nos. 7 and 8 have lived with me for the past three years, and 
have conducted themselves remarkably well. They have purchased mares with their wages, and take great interest in their property. The old natives generally live near the public houses, and are frequently drunk. 
It is commonly reported that they obtain money from the white men for the prostitution of their women, 
which will probably account for the remarkable circumstance of there being only two children in the tribe—
both half-caste. The influenza caused the death of a great number of the aborigines during the winter of 1843. 
Previous to 1837 they had large well constructed winter huts, which were destroyed by cattle ; they never 
rebuilt them, but lived under breakwinds of bark and boughs ; and no doubt the exposure to the cold 
and damp of the winters of 1842-3 brought on pulmonary disease. From 1836 to 1841 the winters were 
remarkably dry and mild. I do not believe• the aborigines have ever suffered from want of food. The 
indigenous animals are far more numerous than in 1837. During the winter months the natives obtain 
food whenever they require it at the settlers stations. There has never been a Government reserve in this 
neighborhood for the aborigines, and I believe they would prefer their roving independent life to any other. It 
would be advisable to appoint a medical officer, and provide a hospital and residence for the sick and infirm. 
Clothing and blankets of some peculiar texture should be manufactured in England, and a law should be framed 
similar to that which prohibits the public from purchasing the clothing of soldiers. The police magistrate 
should appoint a trustworthy person to distribute the clothing to natives bringing certificates signed by 
respectable persons, which should be also signed by the police magistrate. Since the year 1839 the aborigines 
have been quiet and harmless, and I always found them honest ; the depredations committed by them prior to 
that date were chiefly in retaliation for civil injuries inflicted on them by the whites. The natives do not like 
any regular or monotonous work. The boys in my employment are generally occupied stock-keeping, an 
employment they like. No effort has been made to give either secular or religious instruction to the natives, 
and unless they could be removed from intercourse with white men, and the law prohibiting the sale or 
supply of intoxicating liquors strictly enforced, it would be impossible to convince the aborigines of the 
advantages of religious precepts which are completely disregarded by the European population. I think 
it probable the natives could be induced to send some of their children to school. I observed several very 
intelligent looking half-caste children with the Lake Condah tribe ; I believe them to be fully as intelligent 
and capable of receiving instruction as white children. When educated, the experiment could be tried 
of settling them in some industrial pursuit, under the guidance of an European who would have an interest in 
their welfare. 

INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY LIFE. 

Tile aborigines are remarkably kind to and patient with children, which are allowed to grow as nature 
designed them. They are instructed very early in swimming and throwing small spears at objects rolled along 
the ground by 'their parents. I have never known any instance of the natives having made improper use 
of fire arms. The present generation -have not adopted their ancestors' custom of tatooing. When they have 
a. regular supply of food they do not consume as much as Europeans. About every three months a koiorn or 
general meeting of tribes takes place, for three or four days hunting, feasting, and amusement. They are kind 
to the sick and infirm ; abstinence is the chief remedy for ill health. The dead were formerly deposited in a 
hollow tree and covered wills bark and sods of earth ; latterly, in some instances, they have buried their dead. 
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Eighteen or twenty years back the natives had an idea that the Europeans inherited the departed spirits 
of their ancestors, but a further acquaintance with white men dispelled an illusion so uncomplimentary. The 
natives had formerly a dread of an evil spirit 'which loved darkness. About twenty years back a large number 
of natives rushed terror stricken, in the middle of the night, into my hut, and told me that " Weering" had 
driven them from a spring about a mile off, where they had camped ; they described him as 

having a long white face, glaring eyes, and horns. It proved to be one of my Hereford cows, the light of the camp fire 
having been reflected from the white face and horns. The natives do not now dread walking about at night. 

John Hepburn, Esq., Seneuton.--Although I 
have been nearly twenty-one years on this station, I am not 

possessed of any information respecting the natives. On my taking up this country I found it necessary to keep 
them at a respectable distance, from circumstances not necessary to detail. They have always had great dread of me, the very few that remain even up to this period ; however, you must not be led to suppose I have 
treated them ill ; I never injured one of them in any way. 

After the establishment of the aboriginal reserve at Jim Crow, near Mount Franklin, I had very little 
trouble with the natives. I do not think there was any fixed tribe in this quarter ; the general resort was 
further to the north on the Loddon. In the early days there used to be about sixty men, that is the largest 
number I ever saw, with about half the number of women, and perhaps twelve or fourteen children. This 
district appears to have been visited principally for hunting by various tribes from different quarters. There 
still remains what is called ovens, where they cooked their game ; and if one might judge from them, this was a 
great mustering place ; and I observed that all those monuments are upon elevated spots, no doubt, to prevent surprise. 

Of late years, we have hardly seen a native black, without about Mount Franklin, and occasionally 
a few drunk about the diggings. For my part, I consider all efforts that have been made to civilize them a 
perfect failure. I do not think there is a want of capacity or intelligence, but a great want of application. 
Only yesterday, I heard of a man who I know was brought up in Mr. E. S. Parker's house from a child, and 
who now, from account, is perfectly lost, from the habit of drinking spirits. 

Andrew 'Usage, Esq., P.M., Kilmore.-As the queries are numerous, and much of the information 
asked is upon points that I am not competent to deal with, I beg to answer generally; That having seen 
much of the aborigines back in the early days of the colony and afterwards, I have always been of opinion 
that, if properly treated, particularly if faith was strictly kept with an aboriginal, he generally fulfilled his 
engagement, and in certain kinds of labor, shepherding, stock-keeping, horse-breaking, bullock-driving, and 
reaping, he frequently proved a most useful help. 

In confirmation of , this fact I beg leave to refer you to a report furnished by me, at the desire of His 
Honor Superintendent La Trobe, for the blue book, in the year 1853, if I remember rightly ; from which it 
will be seen, that a party of natives of the Tara tribe, in Gipps Land, worked constantly at reaping for a con-
siderable space of time, and assisted in saving a large quantity of grain; which otherwise, at that time—shortly 
after the discovery of the gold, when labor was not to be had—would have been lost.  • The report above alluded to was sent home by Mr. La Trobe, was printed in the Blue Book s  and re-printed in several of the Scotch newspapers. 
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EXPLANATORY REMARKS ON PLATE. 

Fio. 1. Portrait of Billy, a native from Port Fairy. The likeness was taken by me from life in 1854. 
His age was eighteen years ; height, five feet two inches; complexion, light chocolate-brown ; flat nose ; jaws, 
very much projecting ; mouth, large; lips, sharp, edged with a reddish hue; teeth, complete and pure white ; 
chin, small and receding ; well-shaped eyes. the iris nearly black, the white of the eye has a light yellowish 
tint ; eye-lashes, long and black ; head, well-formed ; forehead, rising nearly perpendicular from horizontal ; 
black and bushy eye-brows ; hair, jet black and full. His voice is a fine manly baritone. Chest, broad ; 
neck, short ; powerful arms ; legs, not very full or fat, but strong and a little outwards bent, so called 0 legs, 
in juxtaposition to the X legs. He was formerly in the native police force, and afterwards servant of 
Dr. Youl, in Melbourne ; left his native place when a boy. 

Fm. 2. Portrait of Tilki, a native from near the mouth of the Darling River. When I took his likeness, 
in 1854, his age was twenty years. His general appearance is like the former's, with the exception that the 
skin is a little darker, the hair more curly, nose shorter, mouth smaller. His height is five feet seven and a 
half inches. One tooth in front of jaw is missing, in consequence of a ceremony performed on reaching 
manhood. His tribe does not know the boomerang ; their chief weapon is the spear (rocki), thrown with the 
assistance of the yunka (the woomera of the blacks near Port Phillip), the kalke (waddi), and the shield 
(woomi). They have only one word for hair, beard, eye-brows, eye-lashes —viz., gras. While I was drawing this 
well-formed man% profile, I observed that the thumb of his left hand was in a crippled state, and asking him 
the cans, of it, he answered, "I was a child and on my mother's back, when she, with other black women, 
searched for mussel-fish on the Murray near Mount Dispersion. There some men belonging to Mitchell's 
exploring expedition fired into us, and a musket ball carried off part of my thumb, which never grew afterwards 
so well as the one I have left here on my right hand." The historical fact just related by him enabled me to 
put down his exact age, which seldom or never is known to themselves. Tilki (his native name) was in 1854 
at Kalcyne, a station on the Murray. 

FIGS. 3, 4, 5, 6. Skull of King John, a chief of the Adelaide tribe. It is a well-preserved skull of a young 
man. The bones•are very much developed and of great strength. The peculiar character of the Australian 
race is in this specimen well represented. 

Parietal diameter 	.........54 inches 
Occipito-frontal diameter 	... 	74 „ 
Width of forehead between the temples 	31 „ 

The zygoma, although very strong, is less projecting and less curved than in the Mongolian race. The upper 
jaw slants so much forwards that the facial angle is lowered to 85 degrees. In the same proportion the chin 
falls backwards. In consequence of the obliquity of the jaw, the front teeth are also in an oblique direction, so 
much so that, after some time, by chewing and gnawing, the teeth are worn away in such a manner as to 
resemble molar teeth, for which indeed they are often mistaken. The form of the upper half of the cranium, 
when viewed from behind or in front, has a pyramidal shape, which I found to be the case with all the native 
skulls I had under examination. This appears to me to be a typical characteristic of the Australian race. 

Fres. 7, 8, 9, 10. Skull of a native from Port Phillip district. 
Parietal diameter 	 ... 	5 inches 
Occipito-frontal diameter 	... 	... 	7 „ 
Width of forehead between the temples 	34 

The skull belonged to a very old individual, as will be seen by the disappearance of the sutures, with the 
exception of some traces left near the occiput, by the alveoli of all the molar teeth being filled out with an 
osseous matter, and the few remaining teeth worn down to the roots. The crest of the head shows two 
peculiar ridges, with an indent of the skull between them, stretching from the occiput up to the middle of the 
head. Facial angle, 85 degrees. 

Fins. 11, 12, 13, 14, represent a skull of a native of the Warrnambool tribe. 
Parietal diameter 	 54 inches 
Occipito-frontal diameter 	... 	7,1 	„ 
Width of forehead 	... 	 31 „ 

Like the former, a very old head, to which it has great similarity, excepting in the formation of the zygomatic 
arch, that being greater ; and in the formation of the upper jaw, that being shorter. 

LUDWIG BECKER. 
Melbourne, January, 1859. 
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